The Advanced Study Program (ASP), offered through MIT Professional Education, is your chance to enroll in MIT classes as a non-degree student for a semester, a year, or longer.

If you are a benefits-eligible employee, you may qualify to use your tuition benefit. For more information, visit professional.mit.edu/programs/mit-employees.

The application deadline for the Fall 2020 semester is May 1, 2020. The application deadline for the Spring 2021 semester is November 1, 2020.

LEARN MORE
Advanced Study Program: advancedstudy.mit.edu
Tuition Assistance Plan: hr.mit.edu/benefits/tuition-plan
USE YOUR TUITION ASSISTANCE PLAN TO STUDY AT MIT

A leader in engineering and technology education, MIT Professional Education provides world-class learning opportunities for professionals who are looking to advance their careers, creatively address complex problems, and build a better future.

**Upskill in 2-5 Days**
Attend one of our 50+ in-person short courses and five professional certificate programs in relevant topics such as biotechnology & life sciences, machine learning & artificial intelligence, real estate, innovation, leadership & communication, design & manufacturing, and more. Learn more at [shortprograms.mit.edu](http://shortprograms.mit.edu).

**The Convenience and Flexibility of Blended Online Education**
Make an MIT education work on your schedule with our collaborative, interactive, 8-week online courses on leadership & innovation, cultural awareness, machine learning, digital transformation, smart manufacturing, blockchain, cloud & dev ops, and more. Learn more at [digitalplus.mit.edu](http://digitalplus.mit.edu).